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Abstract

The ambition of this paper is to provide a phonological account of an
intricate pattern of lenition and gemination in Campidanese Sardinian.
The data show two things: that a model of phonology needs some way
of showing strength and weakness as positional effects, and that neither
can be reliably understood in phonetic terms. In this analysis, the discovery
procedure does not depend on raw phonetic facts, but rather on a rich model
of abstract phonological representations. These representations are of two
kinds: melodic and prosodic—they allow for a substance-free phonological
analysis of lenition and fortition in Campidanese that is not confronted by
the difficulties inherent in surface-oriented approaches.

1 Introduction

Campidanese Sardinian2, spoken throughout the southern portion of Sardinia
(see Mensching & Remberger 2016 for a general overview of the linguistic sit-
uation in Sardinia), presents an intricate pattern of lenition and gemination.
Descriptively, word-initial voiceless [p t Ù k] and voiced [b d Ã g] are realized
as stops when in initial and post-consonantal position, while the voiceless class
alternates with spirants [β ð Z γ] in intervocalic contexts. Complicating this de-
scription is the fact that [p t Ù k] sometimes lengthen intervocalically, and [b d
Ã g] also sometimes spirantize.

The distribution of stops in Campidanese thus exhibits a dual patterning
where both voiced and voiceless stops are subject to allophony, but the context
and outcomes of that allophony seem to resist generalization. In very broad
terms, stops are subject to a pattern of alternation, but the rule C[-cont] →
C[+cont] / V V does not make the correct predictions, since the surface inter-
vocalic context can produce both spirants and geminates. This thorny problem
has been a perennial issue in the literature (see Bolognesi 1998: 165 and Molinu
1999: 169) with some ejecting the pattern entirely from the remit of phonology
(Katz 2021).

1I owe a profound debt of gratitude to Simone Pisano for his invaluable partnership in
the field, as well as his generous and informed discussion of Campidanese phonology and
morphology. I also want to thank Marco Antonio Pia for his time and help, as well as Roberta
and the people of Genoni, Sardinia. This paper was greatly improved by the comments from three
anonymous reviewers and the Editors of Phonology—any remaining mistakes or shortcomings
are my own.

2Described previously in Wagner (1950 [1997]); Virdis (1978); Contini (1986); Jones (1988);
Bolognesi (1998); Lai (2021b).
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In this article I argue that the pattern of lenition and fortition in Campidanese
is phonological. The key is an analytical approach which can generalize over
patterns that are phonetically arbitrary and unnatural—an approach that reveals
the perfectly orderly character of Campidanese lenition and fortition. In short,
the intervocalic context is a superficial description that misses several important
generalizations which come out only after careful inspection of the phonological
system and the structure of Campidanese. This analysis shows that there are in
fact two complementary intervocalic contexts, phonologically speaking, distinct
in their prosodic structure (§4.2). While voiceless stops spirantize in prosodically
weak positions and are thus subject to a true process of lenition, voiced stops
only spirantize when there is an empty timing position to their left: a prosodi-
cally strong position that produces phonological gemination in both voiced and
voiceless stops.

The analysis developed here shows that explanation for lenition and fortition
in Campidanese can be provided if the representational account is adequate.
This is in opposition to any surface-oriented view of strength and weakness,
where the nature of the output is the final arbiter of what constitutes weakening
and strengthening. In such views any spirant realization of a stop, for example,
is weakening. In Campidanese, a surface-oriented view engenders a number
of acute problems, given that describing all cases of phonetic spirantization as
phonological lenition cannot do justice to the pattern observed. Campidanese thus
presents an interesting case study for Substance-Free Phonology (SFP) (Hale &
Reiss 2000a,b, 2008; Reiss 2003, 2008, 2018), since the output of weakening and
strengthening in stops is partially neutralized to voiced fricatives, and phonetic
cues are not reliable in the discovery procedure.

In the substance-free analysis developed here, explanation is derived through
a theory of explicit representations, both melodic (segmental) and prosodic
(suprasegmental). On the prosodic side, I use Strict CV phonology (Lowen-
stamm 1996; Scheer 2004b, 2012)—a development of Government Phonology
(Charette 1990; Harris 1990; Kaye et al. 1990; Harris & Kaye 1990)—to provide
a representational structure which explicitly defines contexts for both lenition
and fortition. On the melodic side, I suggest that segmental representations in
Campidanese are substance-free indexes of natural class-hood which contain no
phonetic information but are available to phonological computation (see Dresher
2014; Odden 2022).

The article is organized as follows. First, in §2, I conduct a brief overview
of definitions of strength and weakness that view each as being essentially re-
ducible to surface properties of the output of fortition and lenition, respectively.
In §3 I lay out the facts of obstruent distribution in Campidanese, highlighting
a disjunctive pattern of lenition and of fortition. I show that the intervocalic
context produces the same effect on target segments, meaning that an inspection
of the phonetic facts cannot explain the pattern. Next, in §4 I show that the dual
patterning of stops in Campidanese can be understood in phonological terms
as a difference in representational structure on the prosodic tier. I then provide
a substance-free account of the melodic content of segments in Campidanese,
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in order to show in §5 how these two domains interact with phonological com-
putation and the interface between phonetics and phonology. The result is a
straightforward account of both lenition and fortition in Campidanese.

2 Strength and weakness as properties of phonology

2.1 Substantive conceptions of strength

The vast majority of lenition3 and fortition patterns are phonetically natural. For
example, when a stop lenites, it typically is realized as a more sonorous allo-
phone, while the reverse is true in cases of fortition. That is, there is an apparent
lack of invariance between phonological processes of lenition and fortition and
the phonetic cues of those processes. In the case of Campidanese, the assump-
tion that this invariant relationship should hold contributes to the argument
by Katz (2021) that lenition and fortition in Campidanese are not phonological,
being instead phonetic effects produced by syntactically-determined prosodic
domains and the influence these have on the expression of segments.

This is the logical endpoint for any surface-oriented view of lenition and
fortition, where strength qua fortition depends on phonetic cues, including for
example“duration, intensity, voicing, and degree of formant structure” (Lavoie
2001: 8). Surface-oriented views of strength have been argued for by Fougeron
& Keating (1997: 3737) and Bybee & Easterday (2019: 270f.), among others. Like-
wise, weakness qua lenition is manifest as a reduction in articulatory effort (see
Kaplan 2010 for an overview), a position which has been amply espoused in
the literature (Bauer 1988; Bybee & Easterday 2019; Kirchner 1998, 2000; Ka-
plan 2010; Lavoie 2001). Lenition, in this light, is a deterministic, sequential
process—operating diachronically or synchronically—which results in a reduc-
tion of articulatory effort (Bauer 1988). Voicing of intervocalic stops, for example,
happens because devoicing in that context would require extra effort to stop the
glottis from vibrating (Westbury & Keating 1986; Kingston & Diehl 1994).

Bauer (2008: 622) argues further that lenition can only be understood in
terms of phonetic properties, as it is distinct and untethered from positional
identifiers: if lenition is defined in uniquely environmental terms—such as V_V—
a generalization is missed since there is a unity to processes of lenition in their
“failure to reach a phonetically specified target”. In this view, the substantive
properties of lenition outweigh any positional effect. The most that can be hoped
for is that position “can be seen as one of the influences on what phonetic
changes are likely to occur” (Bauer 2008: 619).

However, phonological theory qua competence is not about what is likely or
probable (cf. Newmeyer 2005: 104), and I argue that the pattern of alternation in
Campidanese §3 shows two things:

3See Honeybone (2008) for an in depth review of the use and meaning of the term lenition,
and Gurevich (2004) for a census of lenition processes, including intervocalic voicing.
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1. A model of phonology needs some way of showing positional effects (syl-
labic effects) in patterns of lenition and fortition.

2. Positional effects cannot be reliably understood in phonetic terms.

That is, a non-phonological analysis of Campidanese strength and weakness
entails a loss of generalization (see §3.2), but surface properties—articulatory or
temporal—cannot be used to reliably identify strength and weakness: they can
only be understood in phonological terms.

2.2 Strength and weakness in substance-free phonology

If a theory of lenition and fortition is viewed as more than just a catalog of pho-
netic correlates, it can potentially provide an explanatory connection between
the effects of lenition and fortition and the contexts in which they are observed
(Cyran 2008: 448). Following Szigetvári (2008: 124), this paper aims to meet three
goals:

1. Provide a simple definition that enables the analyst to decide whether or
not any phonological phenomenon is lenition.

2. Give a clearly defined set of contexts where what is categorized as lenition
is “natural” to happen.

3. To correlate the change and the contexts, showing that it would be “unnat-
ural” if lenition occurred elsewhere.

This approach is “substance-free” (Hale & Reiss 2000b, 2008; Reiss 2018) in that
there is no primitive assumption made about how strength and weakness should
be expressed phonetically. Indeed, I argue that it is impossible to make any
conclusions about strength or weakness based solely on the phonetic properties
of phonological output—the principal diagnostic tool is phonological behavior
(Gussmann 2004; Kaye 2005; Odden 2013).

Put another way, lenition and fortition are always driven by position4 (see
also Honeybone 2012). In this view, strength and weakness are relative—strong

4The view of weakness as a structural rather than a substantive property has been argued for
previously (Escure 1977; Foley 1977). Escure (1977: 57) argues that lenition must be a structural
property since initial consonants do not lenite while medial consonants do, and proposes a hier-
archy of the relative strength of consonants and their status as defined by major class and manner
of articulation features. While Bauer (2008) shows that this hierarchy is empirically incorrect,
Escure crucially argues for a hierarchy of positional strength where lenition is more likely to op-
erate in some positions than in others. The hierarchy suggests there is a kind of relative strength
between positions, with some positions more likely to host lenition processes than others. In
turn, Foley (1977) argues that segments are defined by strength relations established between
major classes of segments, with some segments being inherently stronger or weaker than others.
While both Escure and Foley make reference to surface properties that determine a segment’s
relative strength or weakness, the structural view in which lenition is defined positionally marks
a clear break from the substantive view, leading to a vision of weakening processes which are
not directly related to the phonetic properties of segments.
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items are strong only relative to an item in a weak position. How strong items
are realized phonetically is determined at the interface, not by universal fortition
scales. This substance-free approach makes predictions about what is weak and
what is strong based on the position of each in prosodic structure.

Lenition is not, as such, a metaphorical term, but rather is a specific context
in which a phonological process applies, resulting in a weaker segment in that
the output contains fewer phonological primes than the input (see also Harris
1990, 1994; Harris & Lindsey 1995). In this view, lenition can have only one
definition: any process which removes melodic primes in a phonologically weak
position, regardless of its surface output. This characterization of weakness is
phonological, since it says nothing about the phonetic exponence of lenition. This
paper argues that the pattern of alternation in Campidanese between voiceless
stops and spirantization entails the loss of melodic primes in specific prosodic
positions, and is thus true lenition.

The representation of strength adopted here is equally phonological: it is de-
fined by position and syllabic structure. Any segment which is associated to two
positions on the skeletal tier is strong. Consequently, since doubly-associated
voiced geminates are phonetically expressed as short, voiced spirants, surface-
oriented correlates for strength are unavailable. The unexpected conclusion of
this view is that the process of spirantization which targets voiced stops is a
result of fortition (see also Lai 2021a: 85), where the melodic material associated
to a single timing position becomes associated to two. This analysis reveals a
surprising and novel fact: the outcome of fortition processes can result in an in-
crease in sonority, meaning that surface-oriented views of phonological strength
and weakness are inadequate.

3 Strength and weakness in Campidanese Sardinian

3.1 Some words on the data

The patterns described in this paper come principally from the description in
Bolognesi (1998). They were confirmed as part of a fieldwork project conducted
by the author and Simone Pisano in and around the village of Genoni, in the
province of Sud Sardegna, located on the high plane of the Giara di Gesturi
in south-central Sardinia in mid-February of 2020. Guided conversations were
conducted with 23 inhabitants of Genoni, all of whom were born and raised
in the village or nearby. The interviews were conducted in Sardinian by two
native speakers. All participants were adults, between the ages of 36 and 91, and
native speakers of Campidanese with a high level of competency and strong
judgments about grammaticality, for whom many Campidanese is their first
language though all are bilingual in Campidanese and Italian. All them regularly
and reliably produced the patterns described below.
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3.2 The empirical situation: Lenition and gemination

In external sandhi (cf. Bolognesi 1998: 36ff.), when morphology results in the
voiceless stops [p t Ù k] being realized intervocalically5, the result is a surface
spirant at the same place of articulation [β ð Z γ] as in (1), which shows citation
forms as they would be realized in isolation or following a consonant-final word,
along with the same forms in intervocalic contexts.

(1) [puã:a] ‘hen’ [sa βuã:a] ‘the hen’
[tEr:a] ‘earth, soil’ [sa ðEr:a] ‘the earth, the soil’
[ÙivraZu] ‘durum bread’ [su ZivraZu] ‘the durum bread’
[kwat:ru] ‘four’ [dE γwat:ru] ‘of four’

Where the voiceless stops are concerned, this pattern is systematic and
invariable—it is predictable and has no exceptions. In this same intervocalic
context, the behavior of voiced stops [b d Ã g], there is a critical difference in
behavior between the voiced and voiceless series. The most frequent outcome
for voiced stops is simply to surface unaltered, though they may be dropped
entirely (2):

(2) [bentu] ‘wind’ [su entu] ‘the wind’
[dominiγu] ‘Sunday’ [su ominiγu] ‘the Sunday’
[Ãjara] ‘kind of hill’ [sa jara] ‘the hill’
[gaNga] ‘throat’ [saNga] ‘the throat’

Whether a voiced stop is realized as the zero form, however, is not predictable,
since the alternations in (2) are optional and /su bentu/ may be realized as [su
bentu] as well as [su entu] Elision of voiced stop drops depends on several
things. First, it is subject to a register effect, being more likely in slower, careful
speech (Bolognesi 1998: 36ff.). Critically, it is also subject to lexical exceptions (in
particular borrowings, see Lai 2020), and some words never show elision of the
voiced stop (3):

(3) [bar:ı̃ã] ‘drill’ [sa bar:ı̃ã] ‘the drill’
[dOt:Ori] ‘doctor’ [su dOt:Ori] ‘the doctor’
[Ãovunu] ‘young man’ [su Ãovunu] ‘the young man’

Even in northern varieties of Sardinian where elision is systematic, only
words from the native lexicon undergo it; recent loanwords do not show any
weakening (Lai 2021b). Since the pattern of voiced stop allomorphy depends on

5Here [su] and [sa] are the masculine and feminine noun-class determiners, derived from the
Latin IPSUM and IPSAM, respectively (Jones 1988; Wagner 1950 [1997]). Frigeni (2005) uses /su/
and /sa/ to represent the article, while Bolognesi (1998) and Lai (2021b) provide arguments
for positing /ssu/ and /ssa/, respectively. Since the difference between these two pairs of
representations is not relevant to this discussion, I adopt Frigeni’s convention for expository
purposes.
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morphological idiosyncrasies, it does not seem to be a property of the phonolog-
ical grammar, and I do not treat it further here.

Complicating this pattern is the fact that there are intervocalic contexts in
which voiced stops, like the voiceless stops, alternate with spirants (4):

(4) [biã:a] ‘village’ [a βiã:a] ‘to the village’
[dOmu] ‘house’ [kus:a ðOmuzu] ‘those houses’
[gat:u] ‘cat’ [trE γat:uzu] ‘three cats’

A further complication is the fact that voiceless consonants can be realized
long on the surface rather than undergoing spirantization (5):

(5) [piS:i] ‘fish’ [bendia p:iS:i] ‘sell-3S G . P S T fish’
[tEmpuzu] ‘time’ [kustu t:Empuzu] ‘in those days’
[kojai] ‘to marry’ [oKia k:ojai] ‘want-3S G . P S T to marry’

Voiceless stops thus exhibit a duality of patterning in the intervocalic con-
text, spirantizing as in (1) but lengthening as in (5). In traditional terms, these
two surface output patterns correspond to weakening and strengthening, re-
spectively. In sum, the surface pattern of Campidanese stops presents several
disjunctions, with voiced stops either surfacing faithfully, falling, or spirantizing,
and with voiceless stops either spirantizing or lengthening, and all of this in the
intervocalic context.

Simple observation of the conditioning environment of these alternations
does not provide any explanation, indeed it obscures the generalization: there
are two distinct phonological contexts in play. These contexts do not depend
on surface properties, rather they are active at a more abstract level of structure
(§4). The first environment triggers lenition of voiceless obstruents, it is the
“true” intervocalic context, represented in structural terms as VCV. The second
environment triggers lengthening of voiced stops and spirantization of voiced
stops, it is the “false” intervocalic context because despite its surface properties
it contains an abstract consonantal position, represented in structural terms as
VCCV. Each context is entirely predictable, and each process is phonological.

3.2.1 Lenition

The pattern of allophony targeting voiceless obstruents in word-initial position
in Campidanese is typically described as weakening or lenition (Wagner 1950
[1997]; Virdis 1978; Contini 1986; Bolognesi 1998; Mensching & Remberger 2016;
Lai 2021b). Lenition is a descriptive term used to refer to the process which
produces alternations of the kind in (1)—it does not as yet have any formal,
theoretical status in this analysis. The primary ambition of this section is to lay
out the facts concerning lenition in Campidanese, such that the disjunctions
pointed out in §3.2 can be given a phonological explanation.

In (1), it was shown that lenition targets stem-initial voiceless stops in inter-
vocalic contexts. The same position also triggers lenition of the fricatives /f s/,
manifest as voicing (6):
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(6) [foγu] ‘fire’ [su voγu] ‘the fire’
[sOKi] ‘sun’ [su zOKi] ‘the sun’

Lenition also operates on the first member of stop/sonorant clusters (7):

(7) [prũã] ‘plum’ [sa βrũã] ‘the plum’
[trõũ] ‘thunder’ [su ðrõũ] ‘the thunder’
[kroβu] ‘crow’ [su γroβu] ‘the crow’
[fraði] ‘brother’ [su vraði] ‘the brother’

In this same context, /l/ is also in an allophonic relationship with [K], (or
sometimes [Q], see Molinu 2009) (8):

(8) [luZi] ‘light’ [sa KuZi] ‘the light’
[lũı̃zi] ‘Monday’ [su Kũı̃zi] ‘every Monday’
[leÃ:u] ‘ugly msc.’ [omini KeÃ:u] ‘ugly man’

Since this alternation has the same structural description as those in (1)
and (6), following arguments from Kisseberth (1970) concerning the functional
unity of phonological rules, I will consider all these alternations to be the result
of a singular process of L E N I T I O N , which must be given formal status (see
§5.3). The categorical nature of the alternation’s structural change, which affects
both manner and place of articulation in a seemingly arbitrary way, requires an
abstract phonological analysis that does not depend on phonetic facts (Chabot
2021; Scheer 2015).

3.2.2 L E N I T I O N in non-sandhi positions

The word-medial position merits some discussion regarding the effect of L E -
N I T I O N . In this position, there are no alternations, but the distributional facts
show a preponderance of spirants and voiced fricatives: [zriβÕı̃] ‘wild boar’,
[diðu] ‘finger’, [foγu] ‘fire’. Bolognesi (1998) and Lai (2015b, 2021b) argue that
these are the result of lexicalized sound changes, and not the result of synchronic
lenition as in (1). Lai (2015a: 275) provides the most explicit argument to this
effect, suggesting that since word-medial obstruents in items such as [proku]
‘pig’ are not realized as spirants, it shows that by the time the diachronic process
of metathesis which changed Latin PORCU > "porku > "proku was completed,
any synchronic rule of lenition had already ceased to be productive.

Synchronically, this position introduces a number of difficulties. The first is
that it establishes an active synchronic process which targets only word-initial
onsets in intervocalic contexts, while word-medial onsets in the same context
are spared. The second is that it introduces a number of phonemes, including
/β ð γ/ which are distributionally limited to the intervocalic context, the very
context which targets stops for spirantization and fricatives for voicing. This
includes /z/, which is not a phoneme in Campidanese (Lai 2021b: 606), since per
Bolognesi (1998: 28) it does not occur in absolute word initial position. Words
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such as [kazu] ‘cheese’ suggest that there is an underlying /s/ which is being
voiced, thus an active process of lenition targeting intervocalic obstruents. The
same is true of morphologically complex words such as 3S G in /pappa-t/ ‘to
eat 3-S G’ or the plural /-s/ as in /faula-s/ ‘lies’, where the final morpheme of
each form may surface with a following epenthetic copy-vowel, such that they
appear as [pap:aða] and [fauKaza] respectively. Assuming that [z] and [ð] are
not contrastive segments in Campidanese, their presence in these forms can be
explained if they are the result of L E N I T I O N of /s/ and /t/, respectively.

A grammar which generalizes over the facts in §3.2 while ignoring word-
medial intervocalic voiceless obstruents is significantly more complex, with a
rule of lenition that distinguishes between external sandhi (V#.CV) and word
internal intervocalic contexts (V.CV), along with an increase in the size of the
phonemic inventory. If the rule that targets word-initial obstruents in external
sandhi is also active in word-medial position, the rule itself is much simpler,
and the distribution of spirants can be easily accounted for within the phono-
logical grammar6. This is an application of the free-ride principle discussed by
Zwicky (1970), where non-alternating forms are assumed to be subject to an
active phonological process in a grammar (see Krämer 2012: 41f. for discussion).
For this reason, this analysis considers L E N I T I O N to be active in word-medial
positions. I will take up the case of [proku] and its representation in §3.2.4.

3.2.3 Non-targets of L E N I T I O N

L E N I T I O N does not target all obstruents in Campidanese. As discussed in §3.2
voiced stops may variably be reduced to zero in this context, but unlike for /p t
Ù k f s l/, which are always targeted by L E N I T I O N when in the proper context,
voiced stop alternations are variable, with a number of lexical exceptions in
which voiced stops never fall. Furthermore, the voiceless fricative /S:/ and the
voiceless affricate /µ:/ never undergo L E N I T I O N , even when in the proper
context (Bolognesi 1998: 33), and the same is true of /dz/, /v/ and /ã:/ (Bolog-
nesi 1998: 39). The nasals, /n m ñ/, never lenite in external sandhi: [su niu] ‘the
nest’. Word internally, /n/ does seem to lenite, but only when following the
main stress-bearing vowel (Bolognesi 1998: 26). Given the essential role played
by stress in the structural description of N-deletion and the fact that there are no
alternations in intervocalic positions created by sandhi, this process is not the
same as L E N I T I O N, and is not treated here.

3.2.4 Resistance to L E N I T I O N: Virtual Geminates

Recall that one of the arguments against synchronic word-medial L E N I T I O N
is that words such as [proku] do not have word-internal spirants (Lai 2021b). I
argued in §3.2.2 however that the same process of L E N I T I O N that targets word-
initial obstruents in external sandhi is in fact active in word-medial position.

6For example, Celtic-consonant mutations resist a straight-forward phonological account in
part precisely because the alternation is limited to initial positions (see Hannahs 2011)
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In this section I argue that gemination is a manifestation of strength in that
geminate stops never undergo L E N I T I O N.

In order to understand why L E N I T I O N does not target voiceless stops in
words such as [proku], consider the data provided by Bolognesi (1998: 149) in
(9), in which voiceless obstruents are realized in surface forms:

(9) ma[k:]u ‘crazy’
tu[p:]a ‘bush’
ma[t:]a ‘tree
pu[ts:]u ‘well’
bru[S:]a ‘witch’

Immediately, what stands out in (9) is that all of the lenition-resisting ob-
jects are realized as phonetically long. However, in Campidanese, the status of
phonemic geminates is uneven: only for the sonorants /r n l/ does phonetic
length always correspond to an underlying contrast between geminates and sin-
gletons (Virdis 1978; Bolognesi 1998), other cases of phonetically long obstruents
are variable and may be realized as short. For sonorants, Bolognesi (1998: 161)
provides some near-minimal pairs, though the deletion of /n/ and its effect on
vowels makes the contrast between ‘hand’ and ‘big-M S C’ less obvious (10):

(10) a. [mãũ] ‘hand’
[karu] ‘dear-M S C’
[pala] ‘shovel’

b. [man:u] ‘big-M S C’
[kar:u] ‘carriage’
[pal:a] ‘straw’

The contrasts in (10) suggest that geminate structure is active in the phonol-
ogy of Campidanese. Lai (2015b, 2021b) notes, however, that for all other ob-
struents in Campidanese—as in (9)—phonetic duration is not contrastive. Even
for words such as those in (9), geminates may be realized as phonetically short,
meaning that duration is not a reliable correlate for geminancy in Campidanese
(Bolognesi 1998; De Iacovo & Romano 2015).

While it seems obvious that an increase in phonological timing should result
in an increase in phonetic duration, phonological timing is above all a matter
of phonological representations (see Davis 2011 for discussion), and many fac-
tors related to performance can impact the manifestation of timing as duration
(Clements 1986: 39). In Italian, for example, length is not always the primary
phonetic correlate of gemination (Payne 2005, 2006). Geminates which are not
expressed as phonetically long are what Ségéral & Scheer (2001a: 311ff.) refer
to as virtual geminates, objects whose surface realization is identical to a corre-
sponding singleton, but which is doubly associated to positions on the skeleton
without entailing an increase in phonetic duration7.

7See, among others, Lowenstamm (1991); Faust (2014); Faust & Lampitelli (2020) and Ulfsb-
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With no phonetic correlate on the consonant itself available for identifying
phonolgoical geminates, they can only be identified through phonological be-
havior. The principal characteristic of geminates is that they never lenite (see
Jones 1988: 321 and Bolognesi 1998: 33)8. Geminate resistance to L E N I T I O N is
a manifestation of inalterability of geminates (Hayes 1986), a structural property
inherent in geminates which protects them from L E N I T I O N. Since words such
as [mak:u] ‘crazy’ never undergo L E N I T I O N, regardless of the phonetic length
of the medial consonant, they must be geminate (see also Barillot & Ségégral
2005; Barillot et al. 2018 for a comparable case in Somali). Whether a voiceless
stop is realized as long or short does not affect its phonological status: speakers
perceive them as the same object.

This suggests that any word such as [proku] which does not manifest sur-
face length but which resists L E N I T I O N is a virtual geminate, which must
be discoverable by language learners. In the case of [proku] for example, the
resistance to lenition of word-medial stops is enough for learners to recover gem-
inate structure—the underlying form /prokku/9. The result is a phonological
geminate which is not realized with phonetic length, recoverable through its
resistance to L E N I T I O N.

3.2.5 Fortition

As shown in (2), in the intervocalic configuration which triggers spirantization
of voiceless stops, voiced stops never spirantize. However, (4) exhibits a pattern
of alternation in which voiced stops do in fact spirantize. This is what Bolognesi
(1998) calls “pseudo-lenition” and what Katz (2021: 657f.) refers to simply as
lenition.

I argue that spirantization of voiced stops is not lenition in the phonologi-
cal sense, but rather is the result of a process which targets voiceless stops as
well, for which I will provisionally adopt the term F O R T I T I O N . The effect of
F O R T I T I O N is most apparent where voiceless stops are concerned since they
are generally realized with phonetic length. Ultimately, I will argue that F O R T I -
T I O N affects voiced stops, as well as voiceless stops, fricatives, and sonorants,
though only members of the latter must be realized with phonetic duration. Un-
expectedly, voiced stops are realized as spirants when subject to F O R T I T I O N.
This will be shown through the examination of three related contexts in which
F O R T I T I O N in Campidanese is active. What unifies the three contexts is that in
each, there is an empty timing position to the left of the targeted segment.

The first context to consider is word-initial following a final stop in a preced-
ing word, such as the plural marker /-s/ or the 3S G verbal marker /-t/. In such
cases, the final obstruent does not surface as a coda, and instead triggers either

jorninn (2021) for examples of phonologically long vowels which do not surface as phonetically
long.

8See Ladd & Scobbie 2003, for whom “geminate” is equivalent to “not-lenited” in Logudorese.
9In this work I will indicate phonological geminates as /CC/ and phonetic length as [C:],

although it should be kept in mind that phonetic length is variable and phonological geminates
/CC/ can be realized without phonetic length as [C].
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the insertion of a paragogic copy-vowel if realized, or subsequent lengthening of
the word-initial stop if elided (Contini 1986; Jones 1988; Molinu & Pisano 2016;
Lai 2021b). In the description given by Jones (1988: 322), in such circumstances
initial consonants are “reinforced” or given a “geminate pronunciation”. Indeed,
Bolognesi (1998: 190) sees this as a fortition manifest as surface gemination, and
provides the following examples (11):

(11) a. /bendia-t piSSi/ ‘sold-3S G fish’
[bendia p:iS:i]

b. /nomEna-t fattu fattu/ ‘mention-3S G every now and then’
[nomEna f:at:uvat:u]

c. /ia-t defendiu/ ‘had-3S G defended’
[ia ðefendiu]

The examples in (11) represent a sub-case of F O R T I T I O N, which I will refer
to as compensatory lengthening. Lai (2021b) calls this a synchronic process of
fortition, by which an obstruent /p/ is realized with increased length, [p:] as in
(11a). The same is true of fricatives, as in (11b).

When a voiced stop is realized in parallel contexts, the result is a spirant,
as shown in (11c). What (11) and (4) show is an interesting dual pattern: in
compensatory lengthening contexts, voiceless stops geminate while voiced stops
spirantize.

The second context of F O R T I T I O N in Campidanese is fed by a process of
metathesis. Diachronically, metathesis characterizes the evolution of Latin to
Sardinian generally (Molinu 1999), but its effect was particularly salient in Camp-
idanese (Virdis 1978). Lai (2013, 2014, 2015a) identifies three kinds of metathesis,
each of which affects the rhotic phoneme /r/:

(12) (i) Long-Distance Metathesis: the liquid moves from a word-medial
branching onset to a word-initial branching onset CVCrV → CrVCV

(ii) Local Metathesis: the liquid moves from a branching onset to a coda
CVCrV → CVrCV

(iii) South-Western Metathesis: the liquid moves from a coda to a branch-
ing onset CVrCV → CrVCV

While (12i) and (12ii) are diachronic processes, (12iii) is active synchronically
in words that begin with a vowel and are disyllabic: VrCV (Bolognesi 1998: 419).
This process is key for understanding how F O R T I T I O N works in Campidanese,
and for what it tells us about prosodic structure and the synchronic lenition
process (13):
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(13) a. /su arku/ → [srak:u] ‘the bow’
/su orku/ → [srok:u] ‘the ogre’
/su ortu/ → [srot:u] ‘the garden’

b. /kusta Erba/ → [kustrEβa] ‘this grass’
/su orÃu/ → [sroZu] ‘the barley’
/su argu/ → [sraγu] ‘the sour one’

As /r/ moves into the branching onsets shown in (13), it suppresses the real-
ization of the initial vowel in the article, and triggers lengthening of following
voiceless stops (13a) and spirantization of following voiced stops (13b); a dual
patterning which parallels (11).

The third context of F O R T I T I O N occurs after certain vowel-final preposi-
tions and connectives which have lost an etymological final consonant in di-
achrony (Jones 1988): e.g. /a/ (<AD or AUT) “to/at”, /E/ (<ET) “and”, /nE/
(<NEC), and a handful of others. Lengthening is thus triggered by unstressed
monosyllables with etymological coda consonants (Bolognesi 1998; Lai 2021b).
The etymological lost-consonant is what Bolognesi (1998) refers to as a ghost
consonant, since it appears to mark the context for a certain subset of F O R T I -
T I O N processes. As in some other languages of Italy, this appears to be a kind of
Raddoppiamento Fonosintattico (RF)10. That is, following Fanciullo (1986: 67),
an initial consonant is realized as geminate if immediately preceded by an item
specified in the lexicon to trigger RF, as in (14):

(14) a. [prẽũ] ‘full’ [E p:rẽũ] ‘and full of’
[ti] ‘you’ [nO t:i] ‘not you’
[ÙeKu] ‘heaven’ [a Ù:eKu] ‘to heaven’

b. [bokizi] ‘put out’ [nO βoγizi] ‘don’t put out’
[dOmo] ‘house’ [a ðOmu] ‘to the house’
[graðes:u] ‘satisfaction’ [a γraðes:u] ‘to have-3S G satisfaction’

RF is common to all varieties of Sardinian and represents a kind of strengthen-
ing (Contini 1986). In RF, as in compensatory lengthening, there is a dual pattern:
voiceless consonants are realized as geminate (14a), while voiced consonants are
realized as spirants (14b)11.

3.2.6 Summary of the empirical situation in Campidanese Sardinian

To summarize, Campidanese is characterized by a process, L E N I T I O N, which
spirantizes voiceless stops but does not target voiced stops. There are three pro-
cesses, however, which do produce spirantized voiced-stop realizations: com-
pensatory lengthening triggered by the loss of a preceding word-final consonant

10See Loporcaro 1997; Passino 2013, and Russo 2013 for an overview of RF, and Fanciullo 1997
for RF in central and southern Italian languages.

11In contrast, in Logudorese voiced stops are realized as surface geminates as a result of RF
(see Ladd & Scobbie 2003). In some southern varieties of Sardinian there is variation where
voiced stops are realized as geminates in this context (Lai 2021a; Molinu & Pisano 2016).
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(11c), compensatory lengthening induced by metathesis (13b), and RF (14b). In
addition, these latter three processes all result in lengthening of voiceless stops,
and so I refer to all three processes as F O R T I T I O N. The pattern of lenition and
gemination is schematized in Table 1.

Table 1: A summary of spirantization and lengthening patterns in Campidanese
Sardinian.

Context /p t Ù k/ /b d Ã g/

Left edge intervocalic (1) (2) [β ð Z γ] [b d Ã g]
Word-medial intervocalic (§3.2.2) [β ð Z γ] [b d Ã g]
Compensatory lengthening (11) [p: t: Ù: k:] [β ð Z γ]
Metathesis induced CL (13) [p: t: Ù: k:] [β ð Z γ]
RF (14) [p: t: Ù: k:] [β ð Z γ]

Considering the distribution of spirants and stops in Table 1, there is a direct
link between the context of lengthening in voiceless stops and spirantization in
voiced stops. F O R T I T I O N , then, is a process which results in /p t Ù k/ being
realized as geminate just as for /b d Ã g/, also geminates despite their phonetic
identity as spirants. To suppose otherwise is to interpret as an accident the
fact that RF, compensatory lengthening, and metathesis induced compensatory
lengthening all have complementary scope over voiceless and voiced stops. I
argue they are the result of a singular process of strengthening which is reflected
in prosodic structure (§4.2).

In a surface-based approach (cf. Katz 2021), this conclusion is surprising,
since spirantization is a classic case of lenition—Kirchner (2000: 510) suggests
that spirant realizations of geminates are suboptimal and violate constraints
which select output candidates for articulatory ease as well as perceptual faith-
fulness, and therefore can never be selected by a grammar12. This is no doubt
what leads Bolognesi (1998: 165) to argue that voiced stops spirantize precisely
because “they cannot give rise to geminate structure”, as voiced post-lexical
geminate structures are ill-formed. In order to prevent the grammar from pro-
ducing such structures, Molinu (1999: 169) imposes a constraint on the grammar
which blocks voiced geminates in post-lexical phonology, arguing that the RF
process which produces geminates in Lugodorese instead gives rise to “variantes
non-géminées et spirantisées” in Campidanese. That is, a spirant is explicitly
not a geminate, since a constraint in the grammar interdicts the gemination of
voiced obstruents.

12Kirchner (2000: 513) argues that spirant outputs of geminates are possible so long as the
geminate segment first degeminates. This leaves room for some ambiguity of interpretation.
On the one hand, Campidanese represents a counter example to the universal generalization
made, since phonologically it does not degeminate. On the other, it does not represent a counter
example since the phonetic output is not accompanied by a durational increase. This ambiguity
is a consequence of the scrambling trope (Scheer 2010), and threatens Kirchner’s claims with
empirical vacuity.
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I argue that this is a classic case of “substance abuse” (Hale & Reiss 2000b,
2008)—a misuse of the phonetic facts in the building of the analysis. This has
two unfortunate results in Campidanese. The first is the loss of generalization
entailed by analyzing spirantization and gemination in a disjunctive way as a
function of the output. The second is the bloating of the synchronic grammar in
order to prevent voiced stops from geminating. The solution to these problems,
I argue, is to recognize that compensatory lengthening, metathesis-induced com-
pensatory lengthening, and RF produce geminate structures from all stop inputs,
voiceless and voiced alike. The correct view is to analyze all three F O R T I T I O N
processes as a singular, unified process that results in a phonological geminate,
resistant to L E N I T I O N as revealed by voiceless stops and surfacing as spi-
rants in the case of voiced stops. This conclusion discards entirely the phonetic
properties of the segments in question, and emerges only from consideration of
phonological structure and behavior.

Following a general principle established by Hyman (1970), the advantage
of positing such abstract structures is the explanatory value they provide13:
patterns of spirantization and gemination are the result of two prosodic effects,
one of L E N I T I O N and one of F O R T I T I O N . L E N I T I O N is a melodic process
that targets voiceless stops in a weak prosodic position, triggering the loss of
melodic material. F O R T I T I O N is a prosodic effect that spreads melodic material
and results in phonological gemination in all cases. The result is a unified analysis
of strength and weakness in Campidanese, summarized in Table 2. In this view,
both weakening and strengthening are still metaphorical notions—their formal
status is in their prosodic representations, and how each process falls out from
prosodic structure (§4).

Table 2: A summary of positional effects in Campidanese Sardinian.

/p t Ù k/ /b d Ã g/

L E N I T I O N [β ð Z γ] [b d Ã g]
F O R T I T I O N [p: t: Ù: k:] [β ð Z γ]

The facts in Campidanese suggest some notion of phonological weakness
inherent in the context that conditions obstruent lenition, and strength inherent in
the context that resists the lenition process. That is, weak contexts allow lenition,
and strong contexts produce geminate structure. The observation that segments
which resist L E N I T I O N are geminate does not in and of itself constitute an
explanation for their exceptional status, it merely recapitulates the distribution
of stops and spirant allophones; nor does it satisfy the requirements for a theory
of lenition (see §2.2). To do these things, an adequate theory of phonological
representations and computations is required.

13Further examples of the explanatory power of virtual geminates in Campidanese can be
found in Lai (2015b,a), where it is shown that they allow for a deeper understanding of the
behavior of certain word-initial obstruents, and a process of vowel epenthesis which occurs
preceding s+C clusters and virtual geminates.
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4 Representational structure in Campidanese Sar-
dinian

4.1 The representation of timing positions

The examination of the empirical situation in Campidanese (§3) reveals an intri-
cate pattern of spirantization, lengthening, and resistance to spirantization. In
this section, I will elaborate an analysis of the prosodic structure of Campidanese
which shows this pattern can be understood to fall out from the effects of phono-
logical computation in different phonological configurations. I argue that there
are two processes at work, which I have called L E N I T I O N and F O R T I T I O N .
L E N I T I O N is a phonological process that works on melodic representations,
but which crucially depends on the prosodic structure as a part of its struc-
tural description. F O R T I T I O N is a phonological process which spreads melodic
material by associating it to two timing positions, producing geminate structure.

Here, singletons are represented as a single melodic segment associated to a
single timing position (15a) while geminates are represented as a single melodic
segment associated to two timing positions, as in (15b):

(15)

X

Sa. b. S

XX
Any autosegmental theory (Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1994; Clements 1986;

Clements & Keyser 1983; Goldsmith 1976, 1990; Lowenstamm & Kaye 1985) with
a skeleton can build structures like those in (15). The objective here is to make a
connection between the structural associations of segments to timing positions
in the skeleton and how phonological computation is influenced by them, thus
satisfying the second requirement for a theory of lenition discussed in §2.2, as
well as providing an explanation for the facts in §3.2. The basic intuition is one
based on phonological strength and weakness, where a segment being associated
with two timing positions results in prosodic strength through F O R T I T I O N ,
and is thus immune to L E N I T I O N.

The analysis thus presents two levels of phonological representation, one
prosodic and one melodic. I will begin by outlining the level of prosodic repre-
sentation, with a particular emphasis on how prosodic structure interacts with
L E N I T I O N and F O R T I T I O N , staying entirely within a phonology that is ag-
nostic to phonetic substance.

4.2 Prosodic representations

To show this, let us first consider what kind of syllabic positional strength ef-
fects are attested cross-linguistically. Ségéral & Scheer (2008b: 135) provide a
schematic view of the various configurations of consonant and vowel sequences
and their characteristic positional strengths, reproduced in Table 3, which sug-
gests that three different positions need to be distinguished. The first is the
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Table 3: Five positions of strength and weakness (Ségéral & Scheer 2008b: 135).

P O S I T I O N

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

#_V
VC._V
V_.CV
V_#
V_V

U S U A L N A M E

word-initial
post-Coda
internal Coda
final Coda
intervocalic

strong position

Coda weak positions

word-initial and post-Coda position, which is a position of strength. In Campi-
danese this strength is manifest in the power to license the realization of the full
set of phonemic obstruents, as well as resistance to L E N I T I O N , as seen in all
citation forms in §3.2. This protected position, {C,#}_, has been dubbed the Coda
Mirror (Ségéral & Scheer 2001b; Scheer 2004a; Ségéral & Scheer 2008a; Scheer
2012).

The second is the internal Coda and final Coda position, a position of weak-
ness. Coda weakness is manifest in Campidanese as severe restrictions on what
segments are licensed14 in that position. In lexical forms, the full set of possible
Codas is /r s t/, a nasal consonant homorganic for place with a following con-
sonant, and the first element of a geminate (Jones 1988; Bolognesi 1998; Molinu
1999; Lai 2021b). Generally, /s/ and /t/ codas are the result of morphology, as
in for example P L U R A L nouns or 3S G verb endings. On the surface, however,
/s/ and /t/ trigger either the epenthesis of a copy vowel identical to the final
vowel in the stem, as in /kanna-s/ [kan:a-z(a)] ‘reeds’, or are deleted in final
position, as in (11). In turn, /r/ is subject to a number of processes of metathesis
which means its distribution as Coda is restricted to word-medial position in a
limited number of lexical items, as in the examples in (13). This leaves the set
of surface Codas limited to word-medial /r/, /s/ in s+C clusters, homorganic
nasals15 and the first element of geminates.

The third position is the intervocalic position. Weakness in this position is
manifest in it being a target of L E N I T I O N . These three positions in Campi-
danese conform with the observations made by Ségéral & Scheer (2008b: 135)
that there are two ways of being weak—pervasive generalizations which should
be reflected in theory. Looking at synchronic patterns in Campidanese, we can
establish three positional effects:

1. Strong—the Coda mirror, host to the entire consonantal inventory, and
where L E N I T I O N is inert

2. Weak—Coda, where liscensing power is severely restricted

3. Weak—Intervocalic, the target of L E N I T I O N

14See Itô (1986, 1989) for the notion of coda licensing.
15Two words in the native lexicon end in /N/, the prepositions in ‘in’ and kun ‘with’. In both

cases, the nasal is realized homorganic with a following C, or as a nasal vowel if the following
word begins with a vowel.
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The different effects correspond to the intuition that weakness is a manifesta-
tion of loss or erosion of melodic material, while strength is resistance to such
processes. The three effects also require a theory of prosodic structure sensitive
to each position. A hierarchical syllable with an onset and coda can distinguish
between strong onsets and weak codas, but it cannot isolate the intervocalic
position, which is typically viewed as an onset despite its distinct phonological
behavior that contrasts with onsets in the strong position. A further desideratum
of the theory is to explain geminate inalterability—rather than stipulating in
the grammar that geminates are immune to L E N I T I O N, geminate inalterability
should fall-out naturally from basic principles of the formal system.

4.2.1 The analytic tool: Strict CV phonology

In order to capture the three distinct prosodic positions, this analysis makes
use of the basic machinery of Strict CV phonology (Lowenstamm 1996; Scheer
2004b, 2012), a development of the Government Phonology program (Charette
1990; Harris 1990; Kaye et al. 1990; Harris & Kaye 1990). In Strict CV phonology,
prosodic structure is built not out of hierarchical arborescent structures, but out
of lateral relationships between constituents on a CV tier. This means that the three
different positions of strength and weakness are distinguished by the different
configurations of lateral relations between members of the CV tier16.

In Strict CV, the skeletal tier is built from an invariant alternation between
C and V positions17. Relations between C and V positions are defined by two
lateral forces: government and licensing, and the difference between C and V lies
in their distinct licensing powers. Co-occurrence restrictions between adjacent
segments are not due to hierarchical syllabic structure, but due to lateral relations
between the segments; “branching onsets” or “onset and coda”, for example, are
not in a relationship derived from an arboreal hierarchy, but one derived strictly
in terms of the lateral relationships between them (Kaye et al. 1990). Syllabic
structure then is not a phonological primitive per se, but a derived property of
adjacency relations.

Roughly speaking, government is a force which serves to weaken or inhibit
melodic material, while licensing reinforces it. Both originate at the right edges
of words, propagating back—V positions with melodic material may govern
and license constituents to their left. There is a hierarchical relationship between
governing and licensing: they cannot both exert influence on the same segment
(Scheer 2012). If a segment is potentially subject to both lateral forces, it will

16For Strict CV analyses of comparable phenomena in Italian, see Lampitelli (2017); Passino
(2013), as well as Scheer (2012: 208 ff.) for Corsican, Russo & Ulfsbjorninn (2020) for Neapolitan,
and Lai (2013, 2014, 2015b,a) for different effects in Sardinian.

17Here, C and V are substance free: they do not have any direct articulatory correlates, since
they contain, in principle, no melodic material themselves. Features such as Consonantal and
Vocalic do not have a single measurable property which can be used to distinguish between
them (Vennemann & Ladefoged 1973: 62). Thus, following Clements & Keyser (1983), neither
C nor V can be characterized in phonetic terms since neither has invariant phonetic correlates;
instead they represent primitives whose justification rests on theory-internal principles and
make a set of significant generalizations.
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be subject to government. In turn, licensing will influence the next available
segment. When a CV unit is full of melodic material, the V position will contract
a relationship of licensing from any following licenser, while the C position will
contract one of government.

In Strict CV, all morphological boundary information—information which
communicates with the interfaces and is translated from morphology—must
be in the form of CV units, meaning that representations contain an empty
initial CV at the left edge of words. The difference between a CV unit and a
conventional # is that a CV unit is a true phonological object through which
morphology is translated into phonology, while # is an arbitrary diacritic whose
only function is to mark morpho-syntactic boundaries. This initial CV may enter
into a lawful lateral relationship just like any other CV position (Lahrouchi 2018;
Lowenstamm 1999; Scheer 2009, 2012). As such, it exerts an influence on the
structure of lateral relationships in phonology.

The nature of the strict ordering of CV elements in lateral phonology, along
with CV-interpreted morphosyntactic information, means that there is potential
in any representation for a number of empty C or V positions—positions with
no associated melody. Empty V positions are known as empty Nuclei. All lan-
guages impose restrictions on the number of empty Nuclei in a given prosodic
representation. In order to remain unexpressed, empty Nuclei must contract a
relationship of government, which they get from any filled V position that fol-
lows. Consider the representation (16)18, which shows the interaction between
the forces of government, licensing, and the empty positions in the initial CV:

(16) /fOku/ → [foγu] ‘fire’

C V C1 V1 C2 V2

f O γ u

GovGov

Lic

In (16), C2 contains lexically-specified melodic material, and contracts a rela-
tionship of government from the following vowel, V2, which in turn licenses V1,
since the latter also contains lexically-specified melodic material. V1, on the other
hand, must govern the empty V position of the initial CV, and thus licenses C1.
This means that C1 is in the position of the Coda Mirror; being [+Lic], it is not sub-
ject to lenition. Thus, [+Lic] is a formal configuration of prosodic structure that
reinforces and does not diminish melodic primes; in Campidanese, this lateral
configuration is phonologically stable. The position of the intervocalic C2 is an
onset like C1, but has a distinct status in this representation, since it is governed,

18Note that in (16) and all representations in this analysis, C and V positions are numbered
only for expository purposes, such indexing has no status in the formal theory itself.
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but not licensed. This position, [+Gov], is where L E N I T I O N occurs—here /k/
is realized as [γ].

Since filled V positions license and govern, and Codas are followed by empty
V positions, they do not enter into any lateral relationship. The result is a position,
[-Lic -Gov], with reducing power to license melodic primes. This weak position is
subject to severe cooccurrence restrictions, with only /r/, homorganic nasals, or
the first part of a geminate being allowed to surface as a Coda in Campidanese.
For example, a word such as /fatat/ ‘do-3S G’ has the following underlying
representation (17):

(17) /fatat/

C V C V C V C V

f a t a t

The representation in (17) has an empty final V position. If an empty Nucleus
cannot contract a lateral relationship, it must be expressed19. In Campidanese
this restriction results either in the deletion of the Coda or in the realization of a
paragogic copy-vowel identical to the stem-final vowel in ungoverned empty V
positions. The representation in (18) is the surface realization of (17):

(18) [faðaða]

C V C V C V C V

f a ð a ð a

GovGovGov

LicLicLic

As such, lateral relations not only effect phonological computation, but they
also define the well-formedness of a string (Scheer 2012: 145). In order to remain
unexpressed, a V1 must be governed by a following V2; if V2 is empty, it cannot
govern V1. This predicts that there may not be a sequence of two consecutive
empty Nuclei: an empty V2 cannot govern a preceding V1, which thus cannot
remain empty and must be phonetically expressed. In classical terms, the result is
epenthesis, as when the post-consonantal copy vowel surfaces in Campidenese.
In this way, well-formedness does not come from outside of phonology in the
form of arbitrary constraints—rather it is the result of lateral relations (see Lai
2015a,b for a discussion of other similar effects elsewhere in Sardinian).

The second solution for the problem presented by /fatat/ is to delete the
final consonant. This solution is available when there is a following C-initial

19This appears to be another parametric choice—in some languages final empty nuclei can
remain empty or even exert an effect on prosodic structure by being good licensers, see Scheer
(2012) and Cavirani (2022) for discussion.
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word, since final and internal codas do not have the same status in Campidanese.
The latter precede a governed Nucleus, which thus cannot be expressed and so
cannot contract any kind of lateral relationship with any final consonant. The
association between this consonant and its position on the CV tier then moves
to the following consonant, resulting in compensatory lengthening (represented
by the dashed association line), as for /fatat luna/ ‘the moon is shining’, repre-
sented in (19):

(19) /fatat luna/ → [faða l:ũã] ‘the moon is shining’

C V C1 V1 C2 V2 C3 V3 C4 V4 C5 V5

f a ð a t l u n a

GovGovGovGov

LicLicLicLic

In (19), government and licensing proceed as normal from the right edge.
The /l/ in i C4 s normally subject to L E N I T I O N , but is protected here since it
is licensed. The empty position at V3 attracts government from V4, remaining
empty, and consequently C3 is the coda position, a position which imposes severe
distributional restrictions on segmental material in Campidanese, as mentioned
above. Since the stop in C3 cannot be associated to the timing tier, the association
it projects moves to C4, resulting in geminate structure. V2 contracts lateral
relationships as normal, and V1 governs the V position in the initial CV instead
of C1, resulting in another strong position.

What is the content of this restriction on Coda licensing? Harris (1990) and
Cyran (2008, 2010) argue that the amount of melodic material in a segment
corresponds to its substantive complexity; the more melodic material in a segment,
the more complex it is. Cyran (2010) argues that substantive complexity has
consequences for prosodic structure, since the more melodic material a segment
has, the more licensing strength it requires. Such complexity scales mean that
positions which are not licensed cannot host as much melodic material as those
which are. In Campidanese, positions which contract no lateral relationships—
Codas—are weak, licensing only minimally complex segments. In particular,
Codas may license nasal segment homorganic for place and the first part of
geminates, structures which have in common the “sharing” of melodic material
with following segments. In these cases the strength of the structures is reflected
by the sharing of segmental material that would otherwise be prohibited in [-Lic
-Gov] positions (Honeybone 2005b).

In sum, lateral relations define the three positions of prosodic strength, with
each receiving a unique prosodic identity. Importantly, they define the Coda
Mirror as [+Lic], making it formally distinct from the intervocalic position, which
is [+Gov]. Finally, since Codas do not contract any lateral relationships, being
[-Lic -Gov], their power to license contrasts is reduced. The three positions are
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summarized in Table 4.

Table 4: The lateral relations of the three positions of strength in Campidanese.

Strength Governed Licensed

The Coda Mirror strong no yes
Intervocalic weakest yes no
The Coda weak no no

Distinguishing between the three positions means that the context of L E N I -
T I O N in Campidanese can be given a unified context: [+Gov]. Only segments
with this lateral configuration can be targeted by L E N I T I O N, any other config-
uration is spared from its effects.

4.2.2 Prosodic position and geminate inalterability

We are now in a position to see how prosodic position interacts with L E N I T I O N,
F O R T I T I O N, and gives rise to geminate inalterability—and how the notions of
strength and weakness may be understood in in a substance-free approach.

First, let us consider the case of L E N I T I O N , which targets intervocalic ob-
struents (20)20:

(20) /su foku/ → [su voγu] ‘the fire’

C1

s

V1

u

C2

v

V2

O

C3

γ

V3

u

GovGov

LicLic

In (20), V3 licenses V2 , which in turn licenses V1 , resulting in both C3 and
C2 being [+Gov]—weak positions. Since those positions are filled by segments
subject to L E N I T I O N, each is realized on the surface as its corresponding weak
allophone.

One prediction made by this theory is that intervocalic positions which are
word medial, such as C3, are also [+Gov], and thus potential targets for L E N I -
T I O N. While I presented conceptual arguments for considering spirants in this
position to be the result of lenition in §3.2.1, to those arguments can now be
added a theoretical one—this position is weak by virtue of its prosodic struc-
ture; any potential target in this position will be subject to L E N I T I O N . This

20The initial CV is not represented in (20), since the melodic material in the clitic has filled it
(see Lahrouchi 2018). For expository purposes, I do not represent any lateral relations at the left
edge of clitics.
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is exactly how a learner is able to recover singletons in this position, since any
surface stop in a word-medial position is a geminate, any surface spirant is a
singleton21. Thus, the simplifications to the grammar that come from assum-
ing L E N I T I O N is active in this position fall s out from the lateral relations of
intervocalic consonants.

In Strict CV, the relationship which characterizes obstruent sonorant clusters
(TR) is known as infrasegmental government (see Scheer 2004b, 2012). Infraseg-
mental government (formalized as T<=R) is a specific kind of government which
holds between constituents of branching onsets, and has the effect of suppressing
exponence of the V position between the two members, which remains empty.
In contrast to other empty V positions the empty V positions in TR clusters are
good lateral actors, and may contract government and licensing relationships
with other CV positions.

In (21), we see that the V2 is circumscribed by infrasegmental government
and thus a good lateral actor, governing C2, and triggering lenition at that posi-
tion:

(21) /su krOpu/ → [su γrOβu] ‘the crow’

C1

s

V1

u

C2

γ

V2

<=

C3

r

V3

o

C3

β

V3

u

GovGovGov

LicLicLic

This brings us back to geminate inalterability. As argued in §3.2.4, in Campi-
danese, phonetic duration is not a correlate of phonological geminates—rather
it is resistance to L E N I T I O N that is the defining characteristic of phonological
geminates. Infrasegmental government means that the empty V position be-
tween two consonants in a tautosyllabic TR cluster does not act like an empty
V position between heterosyllabic consonants. Strict CV predicts that any C
position which is [+Gov] is weak, and since geminates are not a target of L E -
N I T I O N , they must have a different lateral configuration, corresponding to
prosodic strength. In all geminates, there is an empty V position between two C
positions. This empty V must be governed to remain empty, as we can see for
lexical geminates, as in makku ‘crazy’ (22):

21Since voiced geminates and voiceless singletons are neutralized to spirants, one question is if
the underlying representation of word-medial surface spirants could ever be a voiced geminate
and how a learner would ever know. It is hypothesized that when confronted with cases of
absolute neutralization, learners make the simplest assumptions possible regarding underlying
representations. In this case, faced with the choice between a singleton/p/ and a geminate /bb/,
learners assume the singleton is the underlying representation.
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(22) /makku/ → [mak:u] ‘crazy’

C V C1

m

V1

a

C2 V2 C3

k

V3

u

GovGov

LicLic

In (22), V3 governs the empty position V2 and licenses C3, leaving C3 in the
strong position, [+Lic], and protecting it from L E N I T I O N. C2, in turn, contracts
no lateral relationship, leaving it in the Coda [-Lic -Gov], which is also immune
to lenition. Since in the case of (22) the Coda is the first element of a geminate,
the weak position C2 is able to license the melodic material inherited from C3.
This gives us a formal representation of strength inherent in lateral relations: their
interaction with multiply-associated segments determines where L E N I T I O N is
active and where it is not.

4.3 Melodic representations

Before coming to an examination of the computational wing of Campidanese, I
will introduce a system of formal representations and their organization of the
consonantal system is in order. I do not address the vocalic system because their
representational content is not relevant to L E N I T I O N or F O R T I T I O N , but a
full analysis of Campidanese phonology would require such an analysis. The
principal ambition of this section is to show how L E N I T I O N modifies melodic
structure.

Table 5 is a phonological schema of the phonemic consonants in Campi-
danese. A few precisions are in order. The segments /dz/, /v/ and /ñ/ are
exceedingly rare, and found only in recent loan-words from Italian (Lai 2021b).
The retroflex /ã/ is only ever encountered as a geminate, and with the exception
of the object proclitics [ã:a(s)] , [ã:u(s)], [ã:is], is only found word-medially. All
other consonants in Table 5 are phonemic word initially.

The organization of Table 5 deserves some discussion. In substance-free the-
ories, melodic representations do not contain phonetic information. They are
abstract, purely symbolic counters which index natural class-hood and mark
contrast. That is, labels such as [dental] or [nasal] are not claims about the sub-
stantive content of features, they are merely useful shorthand used by linguists to
refer to contrastive features or to natural classes (see Chabot 2022 for discussion).
The organization of Table 5 is not substantive, it is phonological. For example,
the position of the coronal stops /t d µ dz/ shows each pair at distinct places of
articulation. This follows from a principle that views affricates as phonological
singletons—simple stops with no continuant element or friction (Clements 1999;
Scheer 2003). Affricates rarely have a corresponding plosive at the same place of
articulation, while they frequently share a place of articulation with fricatives
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Table 5: The consonantal segments in Campidanese Sardinian.

S T O P S F R I C AT I V E S L I Q U I D S N A S A L S

L A B I A L p b m
L A B I O D E N TA L f v
D E N TA L t d
A LV E O L A R µ dz s l r n
P O S TA LV E O L A R Ù Ã S ñ

R E T R O F L E X ã

V E L A R k g

(Berns 2008: 102). Though the articulatory configuration of affricates is much like
that of fricatives, phonologically they pattern with stops (LaCharité 1993; Berns
2008). Kehrein (2002: 5) is explicit on this point, arguing that nothing in their
underlying representations allows for stops to be distinguished from affricates,
which he terms the Generalized Stop Approach. Indeed, in Campidanese, when
/Ù/ geminates, it is the stop portion which becomes long, as in [fratÙi] ‘sickle’
and [krutµu] ‘short’.

The place distribution of affricates is dependent on the distribution of stops,
and affricates and stops are in complementary distribution with respect to place
of articulation; what LaCharité (1993: 75ff) refers to as the stop-affricate dependency.
Where stops and affricates occur at the same place of articulation, and where
they are contrastive, there must be a feature distinguishing the class of stops
from the class of affricates. Thus, for LaCharité (1993); Clements (1999) and
Kehrein (2002), the difference between affricated and non-affricated stops is one
of place. To distinguish between /t d/ on the one hand and /µ dz/ on the other,
each pair is assigned a distinct phonological place of articulation.

An additional comment can be made on the distribution of stops, fricatives,
and liquids, especially where each contains a voiced and voiceless member.
There is a voluminous literature on how voicing contrasts are represented in
phonology and implemented phonetically (Halle & Stevens 1971; Keating 1984;
Iverson & Salmons 1995, 2006, 2011; Lombardi 1995; Avery & Idsardi 2001; Hon-
eybone 2005a; Cyran 2014). What is important here is that, with the exception
of /µ/—which is always a geminate—each place of articulation has a leniting
member (on the left), and a non-leniting member (on the right). Each segment
on the left in Table 5 is a member of the exact class targeted by L E N I T I O N .
However, the target of L E N I T I O N cannot be voiceless segments, since it also
targets /l/. I suggest that the distinction between voiceless and voiced obstru-
ents in Campidanese can be profitable conceived as being one of fortis and lenis,
respectively (see also Bolognesi 1998: 163, Lai 2021a: 82ff., Virdis 1978: 91).

Here, applied to Campidanese, fortis and lenis are labels of convenience,
based on the observation that the articulation of /p t Ù k f s l/ is stable through-
out the process of F O R T I T I O N , while that of /b d Ã g/ is not, resulting in
spirants. Conversely, /p t Ù k f s l/ are realized with phonetic voicing after
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L E N I T I O N , a property of lenis articulations. The contrast between fortis and
lenis in Campidanese is not expressed phonetically the way it is in Germanic,
but as true voicing as is typical in Romance (cf. Cyran 2014 for Polish, Iosad
2012 for Friulian, and Iosad 2017 for Bothoa Breton, where it is argued that the
relationship between phonetic voicing and phonological voicing is arbitrary).

In Campidanese, lenis is realized with active closure voicing, and fortis real-
izations are not realized with aspiration (Keating 1984). Consequently, the target
of L E N I T I O N is the set of fortis segments: /p t Ù k f s l/ which are marked by a
substance-free feature: [fortis]. Those segments which are not marked by [fortis]
do not undergo L E N I T I O N . The same is true of those segments such as /ã/
and /S/ which are always represented as lexical geminates (see Lai 2015b for
discussion).

5 Phonological computation in Campidanese Sar-
dinian

5.1 Two computational domains and an interface

I have identified two phonological processes in Campidanese, which I have
referred to as F O R T I T I O N and L E N I T I O N. This section will provide an anal-
ysis of how both computational processes operate in Campidanese. It shows
that F O R T I T I O N is a process which operates at the prosodic level, associating
melodic material with additional timing positions, while L E N I T I O N is a pro-
cess which operates at the melodic tier, active in a particular prosodic context,
[+Gov], and resulting in the loss of melodic material.

Some form of an interface between phonology and the phonetic module is
a necessary property of any substance-free theory of phonology (see Scobbie
2007; Boersma & Hamann 2008; Hamann 2011; Scheer 2014; Kingston 2019 for
proposals of interface models). A one-to-one mapping between phonological
features and phonetic exponence cannot always be assumed (Keating 1988), as
phonological features and phonetic properties do not map back to each other in-
variably (see for example Hamann 2004 for retroflexivity, Kingston & Diehl 1994
and Honeybone 2005a for voicing, and Clements 1990 for sonority). Phonetic
realizations of phonological objects are not only learned, but they may vary in
unexpected and unpredictable ways (Chabot 2019).

In the model I use here, post-phonological spell-out, the mapping between pho-
netic realizations and phonological objects is a look-up function (Scheer 2014).
Spell-out is a lexicon of instructions that map from underlying forms to surface
forms; as such it works like a dictionary and each entry must be learned dur-
ing acquisition—as is true for morphosyntax, mappings are not innate. While
phonological computation works over phonological features, it is in spell-out
that features are imbued with phonetic substance. Spell-out functions once all
phonological computation has been carried out; it is purely translational and
performs no computation itself. Thus it cannot, for example, insert or remove
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features or change association lines or prosodic structure. I will show how this
arbitrary spell-out produces spirant outputs of voiced stops that undergo F O R -
T I T I O N in the following section.

5.2 A formal account of F O R T I T I O N

First, let us examine F O R T I T I O N through the lens of the prosodic structures
established in §4.2. In §3.2.5, it was shown that the loss of a final consonant pre-
ceding a voiceless consonant triggered a process of compensatory lengthening
by which the voiceless consonant is both exempt from L E N I T I O N and realized
with phonetic duration as in pappat pani ‘eat-3S G bread’ (23):

(23) /pappat pane/ → [pap:a p:ãı̃] ‘eats-3S G bread’

C V C1 V1 C2 V2 C3 V3 C4 V4 C5 V5 C6 V6

p a p a t p a n e

GovGovGovGov

LicLicLicLic

In (23), C4 is [-Lic, -Gov], and thus subject to strict licensing requirements.
Since /t/ does not meet those requirements in Campidanese, it is not associated
to the prosodic position, and cannot surface. However, the melodic material as-
sociated to C5 is [+Lic], and associated with C4 by F O R T I T I O N—marked with
a dashed line. The difference between post-lexical geminates and lexical gemi-
nates is inherent in the structure in C4C5 which represents double association
derived through F O R T I T I O N and C2C3, in which the double association is part
of the lexical representation.

This brings us to the second kind of F O R T I T I O N discussed in §3.2.5, that
of RF. On the surface, the positional description of RF is intervocalic, yet L E N I -
T I O N is never triggered. Recall that in RF a closed class of lexical objects triggers
gemination of a following consonant. Representations for this set of lexical object
contain an empty CV in their underlying representations (Chierchia 1986; Larsen
1998; Passino 2013). In this way, they are representationally distinguished from
non-RF triggering lexical-objects (24):

(24) a. Non-RF triggering

C

s

V

u
b. RF triggering

C V

a

C V

The empty C positions in RF-triggering morphemes explains why they result
in geminate structure, as consonantal material is associated to the available
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empty C position. One point of precision is due concerning the representation in
(24b), which contains an association line with no melody. An empty C position
alone is clearly not enough to trigger F O R T I T I O N , since the initial CV does
not trigger lengthening of initial consonants in Campidanese, as seen in (23)
for example. Passino (2013: 337f.) argues that RF-triggering morphemes are
more than just empty C positions: they also contain an association line in their
underlying representations. This explains why consonants spread to empty C
positions—when such an association line is not available, spreading cannot
happen.

The effect of the empty CV position and its association line can be seen in
(25), where the association line inherent in the representaiton of C2 shifts to the
melody of C3, resulting in a geminate structure.

(25) /a krOpus/ → [a k:roβuzu] ‘to crows’

C1 V1 C2 V2 C3 V3 C4 V4 C5 V5 C6 V6

a k <= r o p u s u

GovGovGovGov

LicLicLicLic

This brings us to the third and final kind of F O R T I T I O N discussed in §3.2.5,
metathesis-induced compensatory lengthening. Consider the representation in
(26):

(26) /su arku/ ‘the bow’

C1 V1 C2 V2 C3 V3 C4 V4

s u a r k u

Gov

Lic

In (26), there is a lexical /r/ associated with C3. When metathesis causes /r/
to move into C2, this vacates the Coda position. The resulting empty C position is
associated with the melodic material of the following C4, resulting in a geminate
(27):
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(27) [srak:u] ‘the bow’

C1 V1 C2 V2 C3 V3 C4 V4

s r a k u

Gov

Lic

This account of F O R T I T I O N explains why objects such as proku ‘pig’ resist
L E N I T I O N, without stipulating that L E N I T I O N is inactive in word-medial po-
sition: the word-medial consonant is geminate. It is possible that diachronically,
this gemination was a result of F O R T I T I O N, but synchronically, in the absence
of metathesis-based alternations, it has been reanalyzed as a lexical geminate.

(28) /prOkku/ → [prok:u] ‘pig’

C V C1 V1 C2 V2 C3 V3 C4 V4

p <= r o k u

GovGovGov

LicLicLic

Finally, this account demonstrates that voiced stops are also geminated by
F O R T I T I O N, despite their surprising phonetic exponence as spirants. While in-
creased timing units can result in increased duration on the surface, the ultimate
phonetic expression of a phonological object is impacted by non-phonological
factors (Clements 1986: 39), which potentially obscure any expression of phono-
logical length. Consider for example the process of metathesis, where a coda /r/
moves out of its lexically-specified position in the correct morphophonological
contexts. The representation in (29) shows the underlying form of a metathesis
context:

(29) /sa Erba/ ‘the grass’

C1 V1 C2 V2 C3 V3 C4 V4

s a E r b a

Gov

Lic
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In (29), the lexical /r/ associated with the C3 moves to C2, vacating the Coda
position. Just as in (27), the resulting empty C position is associated with the
melodic material of the following C, resulting in a geminate (30):

(30) [srEβa] ‘the grass’

C1 V1 C2 V2 C3 V3 C4 V4

s r E b a

Gov

Lic

In RF, the same F O R T I T I O N effect can be seen (31) for voiced stops, just as
in (25) for voiceless stops:

(31) /a biããa/ → [a βiã:a] ‘to the village’

C1 V1 C2 V2 C3 V3 C4 V4 C5 V5

a b i ã a

GovGov

LicLic

In (31) F O R T I T I O N associates the lexical /b/ of C3 to C2, thereby creating
geminate structure, belied by its expression as the spirant [β].

Lateral relations in Campidanese and their affect on L E N I T I O N and F O R -
T I T I O N are shown in (32), where the distinct contexts of each are made explicit
in their structural representations.

(32) a. Isolation form
[foγu] ‘fire’

C V C V C V

f O k u

GovGov

LicLic

[bı̃ũ] ‘wine’

C V C V C V

b i n u

GovGov

LicLic

b. L E N I T I O N context
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[su voγu] ‘the fire’

C V C V C V

s u f O k u

GovGov

LicLic

[su bı̃ũ] ‘the wine’

C V C V C V

s u b i n u

GovGov

LicLic

c. F O R T I T I O N context
[E f:oγu] ‘and fire’

C V C V C V C V

E f O k u

GovGov

LicLic

[E βı̃ũ] ‘and wine’

C V C V C V C V

E b i n u

GovGov

LicLic

5.2.1 F O R T I T I O N and the interface

The realization of geminate /b d Ã g/ as spirants is a surprising conclusion in
any theory where phonological structure is recapitulated in phonetic substance.
In the substance-free view adopted here, though, this is not relevant to phonol-
ogy qua computation, rather it is an example of the realization of phonological
structure being shaped by third-factor phenomena (Chomsky 2005). In partic-
ular, this is an effect of the physical exigencies of voicing, which requires air to
flow through the vocal cords, which accumulates in the oral cavity (Ohala 1997).

During stop production, all exit valves are closed, as air flowing through
the glottis (a necessary condition for moving vocal chords) builds up in the
buccal cavity, oral pressure nears subglottal pressure (Ohala 1983: 194ff.). When
this happens, the air flow through the glottis is diminished and voicing is no
longer possible. The longer the stop is held, the greater the likelihood for voicing
to be extinguished. This results in a strong tendency for long voiced stops—
geminates—to become voiceless.

However, Ohala (1983) notes that the tension between voicing and stops can
be relieved in other ways, notably by “unstopping” the stop—by changing it to
a voiced fricative or approximant. This third-factor effect would have been an
actor on voiced geminates at a diachronic stage when voiced geminates were
realized with increased duration, as they are synchronically in Logudorese (Ladd
& Scobbie 2003). If spirantization is an effect of increased buccal cavity pressure
and release that has been phonologized (see Hyman 1976, 2008), then it will
produce a synchronic pattern such as the one in Campidanese.
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Melodic content is interpreted in spell-out through a mapping between
underlying representations and surface forms. Since spell-out is sensitive to
prosodic structure, and since each mapping is a look-up function, it can interpret
singletons (33a) and geminates (33b) in phonetically disparate ways.

(33) a.  -fortis
+labial
. . .



C

↔ b

b.  -fortis
+labial
. . .



CVC

↔ β

Something the representations in (33) make clear is that F O R T I T I O N pro-
duces a geminate from voiceless obstruents, without effecting any change to the
melodic representation of the underlying input segment. This follows from gem-
inate inalterability: geminates are immune to such feature changing operations
in Campidanese. Put another way, the phonetic expression of geminate voiced
stops as spirants is not a fact about phonological computation senso strictu, rather
it is an effect of the interface. It is irrelevant to the formal computational theory
since the only phonological process in voiced stop gemination is the process
that constructs association lines between the melodic material of voiced stops
and the empty C positions; their realization as spirants is a fact about inter-
pretation at the interface, not about phonological computation changing any
melodic representation. This is in contrast to the process of L E N I T I O N which
targets voiceless stops. Since L E N I T I O N actually changes melodic material
through phonological computation, it is part of the phonological grammar, not
an interface effect.

5.3 A formal account of L E N I T I O N

5.3.1 L E N I T I O N of voiceless stops

While F O R T I T I O N operates on the prosodic tier, L E N I T I O N operates over the
melodic tier, targeting /p t Ù k f s l/ when they are in a [+Gov] prosodic context.
Though /p t Ù k f s l/ share no obvious phonetic properties that would suggest
they constitute a natural class, the fact that L E N I T I O N can be given a singular
structural description suggests there is a single rule underlying L E N I T I O N
in Campidanese, effecting a single structural change. The first objective of the
computational analysis is to define the structural change that results in /p t Ù k
f s l/ being realized as [β ð Z γ v z K].

As noted by Katz (2021: 652), the alternation between voiceless stops /p
t Ù k/ and voiced fricatives [β ð Z γ] has posed serious obstacles for output-
oriented phonology; such alternations are an example of a saltation, a structural
change where a category B is “jumped” over on the way from A → C (Lass 1997;
Minkova 1993). Hayes & White (2015: 267) define saltation in featural terms:
for every segment A, B, and C, when some feature is shared by all three, but A
alternates with C while B remains invariant.
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I suggest that the attention placed on saltatory alternations is misguided,
and that they do not pose any particular difficulties for synchronic phonological
computation. In part, the attention paid to saltatory alternations is based on
a conceptual argument, reflected in the intuitions of many phonologists, that
a change A to C is somehow more extreme than a change A to B. Given an
alternation /p/ → [β], the assumption that this is a saltation is made with no
evidence that this particular structural change actually involves more than a
single change of feature, such that /p/ → [b] involves a single change but /p/ →
[β] involves more than one. The assumption seems to be based on the description
of /p/ and /b/ in phonetic terms, but not in phonological ones. The definition
of saltation used changes depending on the feature system used; though in
substance-free approaches which assume no single, universal feature system
(Dresher 2014; Odden 2022), there is no reason to assume that the structural
change that maps /p/ → [β] is more than a single feature. The explanation for
the relative rarity of saltatory alternations is found in diachrony: saltation is
never the result of a single sound change (Minkova 1993; Lass 1997), but rather
the result of a cumulative rule telescoping (Wang 1968; Hyman 1975; Kenstowicz
& Kisseberth 1977). The saltation pattern of Campidanese has similarly been
attributed to an effect of diachrony and contact, rather than a one-step sound
change (Lai 2020: 251).

5.3.2 The lateral

As discussed in §3.2.1, the alternation between the lateral and its uvular or
pharyngeal allophone must also be viewed as part of the larger pattern of L E -
N I T I O N . It is of particular interest because of its phonetically arbitrary nature:
nothing in the structural description or the phonetic identity of /l/ explains why
it should be realized as an uvular or pharyngeal fricative (Chabot 2021; Scheer
2015) .

There is some diatopic variation between the uvular and pharyngeal real-
izations of the output segment, though Contini (1986: 521) describes the output
as a distinct pharyngeal fricative. This alternation is present in many, but not
all, varieties of Campidanese (see Virdis 1978; Contini 1986; Molinu 2009). In
Genoni, speakers are very aware of this alternation and their production of an
uvular or pharyngeal phone, and consider it to be one of the distinctive markers
of their dialect of Campidanese (34):

(34) [l]at:i ‘milk’ su [K]at:i ‘the milk’
[l]ebiu ‘mild’ lebiu [K]ebiu ‘very mild’
[l]ũã ‘moon’ sa [K]ũã ‘the moon’
[l]imõı̃ ‘lemon’ su [K]imõı̃ ‘the lemon’

Molinu (2009) also provides examples of this alternation in data from her
fieldwork in Genoni (35):
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(35) [l]aðru ‘bacon’ su [K]aðru ‘the bacon’
[l]ONga ‘long’ braβa [K]ONga ‘long beard’
[l]imÕı̃ ‘lemon’ binti [K]i"mÕizi ‘twenty lemons’
[l]ampaðaza ‘June’ Ek:ominµau [K]ampaðaza ‘June just started’

Given that this alternation takes place in external sandhi at word bound-
aries, is categorical in nature, and not explainable through recourse to phonetic
functionalism, any argument against it being an extra-phonological effect seems
doomed to fail. It must be a grammatical effect since it is arbitrary in phonetic
terms, and it must be a phonological process since it occurs in external sandhi
and has well-defined phonological context: intervocalic positions subject to gov-
ernment (36):

(36) /su latti/ → [su Kat:i] ‘the milk’

C1 V C V C V C V

s u l a t i

GovGov

LicLic

In short, the alternation in (34) and (35) is the product of phonological com-
putation that takes place in the context of [+Gov] positions, a process formalized
as (37):

(37) l →
{

K

Q
/ +Gov

The alternation between /l/ and [K] or [Q] is phonetically unnatural, since
the structural change seems to have no plausible explanation in the triggering
context. This computational change is a demonstration of the power of the
computational system, which operates in a way that is insensitive to phonetic
constraints—it is substance free.

5.3.3 The phonological rule of L E N I T I O N

The regularity of the pattern exhibited in §3.2.1, the fact that it is triggered in ex-
ternal sandhi, and its well-defined phonological context all militate for its status
as a phonological rule; any theory of phonology must be able to treat it as such.
What is required is an explicit statement of the general computational properties
at work. I have already suggested that L E N I T I O N is a process that occurs in po-
sitionally weak contexts, resulting in the loss of melodic material from segments
which undergo it. This accords well with the diachronic observation that lenition
follows a clear and well recognized trajectory towards the eventual disappear-
ance of segments, as expressed in the famous personal communication from
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Theo Vennemann reported by Hyman (1975: 165), which provides a teleological
definition of lenition as a segment’s progression towards zero (see discussion in
Honeybone 2008: 13f.). In the final step of this progression, when the segment
is reduced to zero, there is a clear loss of melodic material. To account for this
erosion of melodic material, Harris (1990, 1994); Harris & Lindsey (1995) propose
that lenition is always the loss of melodic material.

Thus, a segment which finds itself in a [+Gov] context is subject to licensing
restrictions: melodic material is removed in this position. The formal definition
of L E N I T I O N in Campidanese can now be given (38):

(38) Formal definition of Campidanese L E N I T I O N
[fortis] → ∅ / [+Gov]

This rule says that the feature [fortis] is deleted when it is [+Gov]. In the
Campidanese system, then, the loss of a single feature causes three distinct
structural changes: /p t Ù k/ are voiced and fricativized, /f s/ are voiced, and
/l/ is realized as an uvular or pharyngeal fricative.

5.4 Conclusion

In this paper I set out to give a phonological account of strength and weakness in
Campidanese. I argued that neither notion can be understood in phonetic terms,
since voiced stops are realized as spirants when in the context of F O R T I T I O N.
I proposed an account that relies critically on representations. In this account,
the effects of L E N I T I O N and F O R T I T I O N are shown to be sensitive to their
respective phonological contexts. The former relies on the lateral configuration
between segments, and the latter depends on the presence of an empty object to
the left of the target.

More generally, I have sought to account for the pattern in Campidanese
through a substance-free lens. To this end, in §2.2 I stated three analytical goals
for a theory of lenition (Szigetvári 2008: 124). I have shown that L E N I T I O N
and F O R T I T I O N are the loss of melody in [+Gov] contexts and the association
of melodic material to more than one timing position, respectively. Thus, the
analysis here shows that the Campidanese data is amenable to these three goals,
provided the proper representational tools are used. To wit:

1. I provide a simple definition of lenition as loss of melodic material and of
fortition as multiply-associated structure on the skeletal tier.

2. I provide a natural context for each one of these processes, to wit [+Gov]
for the former, and an empty position on the skeletal tier which associates
to the melody of another position in a geminate structure for the latter.

3. I correlate the change and the contexts, thereby showing that L E N I T I O N
would be “unnatural” if it occurred in a [+Lic] context, for example, while
F O R T I T I O N would be “unnatural” if it occurred in a [+Gov] context.
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This analysis reveals that both weakness and strength are positional effects
in Campidanese which cannot be directly read-off their phonetic correlates. It
shows that voiced stops are spirantized after phonological fortition. This is a
surprising fact in surface-oriented theories of phonology, where lenition trajecto-
ries are always phonetically defined; a change /b/→[β] goes down the lenition
scale. In Campidanese, though, this change is in fact a manifestation of strength.

But the consequence for phonological theory is not just another argument
that phonetic inspection is inadequate as a discovery procedure. Strength and
weakness in Campidanese also show the intricate way in which computation,
melodic representations, and prosodic representations can all interact to give rise
to surface patterns. To approach explanatory adequacy, a theory of phonology
must have an explicit definition of each—it cannot rely entirely on computation
or entirely on representations (cf. Anderson 1985: 350).
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